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     Introduction 

This second workshop is specifically designed to assist organizations with outside 

organization skill building.   It is a two day workshop that can be condensed into a 

one full day workshop.  It is a leadership training workshop, an analytical skill 

builder, as well as, a cooperative work skill builder.  Its design is for citizen 

education and political activism.  It will create the skills necessary to move away 

from reactive problem solving, toward more responsive, proactive solution 

development.  While the first workshop placed a lot of its focus on the individual’s 

responsibility in working cooperatively and reducing conflict arising from ordinary 

dialogue, this workshop places its focus on collective work and responsibility. Like 

the first workshop it is scripted, for ease of use and presentation of a professional 

styled workshop for all that avail themselves to its use.  It will reduce the stress of 

the facilitator who will have to manage the activities of participants as well as 

facilitate the workshop. It is suggested that your organization only send 

individuals who have been given the first workshop in this series of Coalitions 

Bridge Tools. 

Participants will be introduced to tools, strategies that can be recreated to 

address the specific needs of their organizations; tools that give insight as you 

identify and respond to problems outside of your organizational business cultural 

experience base.  Why is it important to move away from reactive problem 

solving?  Because, if you are always reacting, you are limiting yourself to 

perceiving only problems and solutions that are within your repertoire of 

experience.  You can’t identify whole problems just parts; you can’t set clear 

goals, learn, new ways to arrive at solutions. You can’t effectively respond to the 

demands of your organization, you surrender your power both unknowingly and 

unwilling.  Power you probably took for granted and left unidentified. This 

workshop will not only help your organization maintain its power, but build on 

that power.  Knowledge; and energy that can then be redirected to achieving the 

many goals of your organization, while building new alliances for future work.  

Learning new ways to address the issues of your organization is the key to the 

long term success for any organization. This skill set can most effectively be 

developed through working with other organizations.  
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High unemployment is a win-win situation for social justice organizations because 

it allows them to tap the marketplace of human capital for volunteers without 

having to compete with the employment market. Organizations can be provided 

with volunteers who work in areas of interest, with a sense of purpose and 

fulfillment, networking opportunity for entrepreneurial growth that also benefits 

the communities, while developing the resumes of the individual volunteer for 

future paid employment.  The time is ripe for grass roots organizations 

throughout the country to step in the space left by the shrinking labor unions, we 

need to recognize this and seize the opportunity.  

Coalition building is needed throughout social justice movements. Too many 

social justice organizations are working in their own small areas, in isolation, 

unaware of what the other is doing. Coalition building can help build the political 

clout necessary to advance issues that affect various communities. Coalition 

needs to be built around areas of poverty, the death penalty, racial profiling, 

environmental rights, access to health care, heterosexualism, labor laws, civil 

rights, human rights access to education, access to housing, etc., locally, within 

groups, nationally, and globally while allowing for individual autonomy of groups. 

Individual autonomy is the safety net of various groups, their incubator of ideas 

that address real needs this space needs to be respected. 

Coalition building with other social justice projects requires prior dialogue.  The 

adult workshop presented below provides the space for that dialogue.  It is my 

gift to any social justice organization that wants to use it. In many poor and 

minority communities courses in citizenship have been taken out of the 

curriculum over the past 50 years this lack of educational direction in the area of 

political dissent endangers the very democracy and freedoms we need to uphold.  

The broader problem of human dignity, empowerment, and social justice political 

movements are doomed to fail without an ongoing long range plan that includes a 

youth component, the civil rights era of the 1960’s in the United States has taught 

us that, so I have included lesson planes for grades 3-12.  Each organization is 

welcome to use the tools the way they see fit in whole or in part.  
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The critical thinking, and diversity training tools are very flexible tools that can be 

used in a variety of ways, labeled and designed according to use promoted or 

requested by any organization.  A Needs Assessment Surveys can be developed 

for individual niche communities to access areas of need and the program’s tools 

can be used in that manner to suit the need.  In addition to diversity training, the 

tools be used for leadership training, conflict resolution, team building, citizen 

education, political activism and as tools for cooperative work, all while 

contributing to enhanced communication skills and lifelong skills of personal 

development. 

Crowd funding sites like indiegogo or crowdrise can provide you with revenue 

without the strings of corporate sponsorship.  You can fund things like metro 

cards and lunch tickets for volunteers in appreciation for their services. Once 

coalitions are formed you can sell raffles amongst groups. There are hard to come 

by government grants at sites like: 

http://www.mikulski.senate.gov/constituentservices/grantassistance.cfm 

Copies of old grants should be available in central libraries to help format them 

and write them whereby improving your chances for success.  You will find some 

groups have an easier time, acquiring grants that is why coalition building with its 

inherent diversity is important, so all groups can access what’ going on and work 

their areas of strength.  The intent is to build a database of social justice 

organizations that can form networks and coalitions to push government elected 

officials in the direction that will address our particular areas of concern even 

when our concerns are different.  The power of unions is diminishing and your 

organization can be a tool to fill the vacuum that has been left. These tools can be 

used as a foundation to build common ground. 

Please forward these tools to other social justice organizations in your database 

weather you choose to use them for your organization or not, spread the love and 

the intent. In addition, tools can be used as the foundation for deepening the 

bonds of common ground by using the surveys for online chats, sharing benefits 

gained by using the tools while simultaneously leaving the individual autonomy of 

http://www.mikulski.senate.gov/constituentservices/grantassistance.cfm
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your group in tack and on focus.  If these tools are used by anyone other than a 

social justice organization for profit you will be held liable. Thank you 

Good Luck 
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Suggestions of use:  

You will notice that the tools are the same for each subject area.  That is by 

design and intent, it will help the facilitator become comfortable with the 

presentation and achieve mastery as a facilitator in each subject area in a 

short time span.  The skill or goal the workshop chooses to develop, whether 

it is Cooperative skill building or Leadership Training, will set the tone for 

expectation of the workshop.  Participants will share their expectations for the 

workshop when they introduce themselves to the other participants. The 

deepening tools address individual implicit and explicit bias by raising 

awareness and their use are to be encouraged.  The actual experience in the 

process of participation will define what the individual learns.  The closing, 

whereby, the participants state what they learned will reinforce the skill the 

workshop is developing. Everyone hears something different or more 

comprehensively when the workshop is presented with  different goals or skill 

sets in mind and even if you experience the same workshop more than once 

you will find that you did not hear all you thought you heard the first time, your 

experience will be different, in addition, each group adds their own dynamic 

and input into the material creating a new workshop each time, so please use 

it again and again, I promise it will not get old, if you facilitate the workshops 

and not try to teach it.   
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The Power of Your Story in Coalition Building 

Workshop 2 script (never stand in place when reading script, movement will 

help attendees stay focused) 

In this workshop as in the last, you will once again use performance based 

learning tools, to seamlessly assist in developing the skills this workshop is 

designed to address. There aren’t any rules; there is un- limited flexibility by 

which you and your organization can benefit from the approach presented here. 

We will build on the skills developed in the previous workshop, and your 

individual and collective genius.  It is strongly suggested you take that workshop 

to fully appreciate and develop the skill base for this workshop. In this work shop 

as in the last, everyone is considered a peer and every question and response is 

valid and will be answered by your peers. If for whatever reason you have a 

question that cannot be immediately answered, write it down, and by the end of 

workshop you will more likely than not have an answer. 

This workshop uses the power of story, to anchor the skills developed into your 

everyday lived experience of the world. The workshop will use these stories to 

help recognize blind spots, in your ability to problem solve and set achievable 

progressive goals.  Blinds spots produced through cultural and educational 

conditioning, which seemingly benefit one group over another. Stories are a 

principal means of creating community and are tools we already have in 

abundance. Stories identify issues, raise awareness, give advice, by determining a 

course of action, and provide solutions, alternatives to whatever the issue is 

and/or status quo.  Stories call to us and demand a response from us. The US is 

we and the WE is community. Stories can be found in every area of culture, may it 

be music, dance, theatre, art, etc.   Stories connect us to everyone and everything 

on the planet.  Recognizing the power of story in coalition building will be 

demonstrated throughout this workshop so that you can replicate it within your 

organizations communication network.   

Have participants introduce themselves, and their expectations for the workshop 
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This workshop is not an attack on our cultural conditioning or educational norms, 

but it does attempt to fill in the gaps made apparent through knowledge gained in 

the latest areas of social science research, brain research, and economic research.  

Information fully capitalized on by marketing firms for corporate interest, which 

effectively manipulate you to consume.  We will use story, without the sex, or, 

“The You are not enough campaigns,” but our stories, will impact us just as 

powerfully. 

 In our last workshop, we identified how our communications created conflict 

through the use of oppositional thinking, story, noise, charges, labels, diminishing 

of charges and ownership of story. We identified opposites and true opposites.  

We were given deepening assignments, which I hope you have been using. Noise 

was our story, our truths, our mirrors and charges referred to emotions and or 

trauma, labels were shortcuts to assumption based thinking, all of which placed 

limitations on our ability to listen and fully hear information before us.  It limited 

our ability to problem solve and work cooperatively especially in diverse settings.  

The activities of this workshop will place its attention squarely on the need to 

work collectively.  While taking personal responsibility is important, in the 

absence of collective work and responsibility, it can create several blind spots. 

One, it will create the illusion that by being the change you wish to see you alone 

can change structural barriers to living in a just world.  Two it creates the illusion 

that personal perceptual change is the equalivent to institutional change.  Three it 

prevents you from seeing the big picture, the structural barriers that create 

inequality and justice for every member in society. Four, if you can’t see the 

structural barriers you don’t know where to most effectively direct the energy of 

your organizations for change. Finally, it prevents and or waters down collective 

action, the building of long term alliances, building the strength, necessary to 

taking on power, those who benefit from the institutional, structural barriers 

created to protect their minority, short term interest. 

 In this workshop we look at mechanistic thinking and the limits of our 

educational conditioning to help us see past parts and see wholes and our 

connection inside a whole.   We also look at the consequences of seeing ourselves 
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as separate from the problems of others in our community, city, state, nation and 

global community.  The others in our community, are not limited to people.  

Scientist tell us we have already caused the extinction of approximately half of 

the planets species(mostly plant based) and will probably never know the full 

effect that will have on our own species, but this is caused by not seeing our 

connection to the whole and perceptually functioning as a part not connected to 

the whole.  Perceiving our individual functioning as a part and seeing the world as 

parts and believing the sum of these parts is equal to the whole is called 

mechanistic thinking.     

 Our first story begins with a woman called to ask to legally represent an ailing 

aunt with no children in a nursing home. The aunt had been in the nursing home 

for three years at a cost of about $13,000 a month.  She owned an apartment in 

Chelsea, NY, at a value of 1 million dollars.   Because of Medicaid laws, the 

apartment once sold, its proceeds had to be used to pay back the state and the 

nursing home.  Upon hearing this, the woman experienced a shift in 

consciousness, not driven by self interest and the securing of any monetary gain 

in the sale of the property, she became liberated to make a more humane  

decision not to the highest bidder, but based on the wishes of the aunt who 

selected a neighbor already approved by the coop board and who had helped the 

aunt over the years and vice versa, it was win, win for everyone except maybe the 

lawyers, the bank, outside interest who were pressuring certain board members 

to make choices  that were outside of the boards interest, who by the way were 

mostly seniors, long term tenants.  This is not the end of this story nor did I start 

at the beginning of this story.  There is no happy ending to this American story, 

it’s just story , and each of you in this situation would respond differently, and no 

response would be incorrect, but what I want each of you take away from this 

story is the power of your stories, your lived experience, your responses to 

situations that power your perceptions.  Use the power of your story to draw 

creative solutions to issues your organization is undertaken.  Bring your story and 

listen to the story of others to help draw creative solutions to issues affecting or 

being undertaken by your organization. 

Let me share one more story before moving on to the next activity.   
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Sitting in the park I struck up a conversation with an old Jamaican man about 80 

or so.  He talked about his home and how much he loved it and missed his life 

there.  It was a simple life he told me, a happy life, if you were hungry you fished, 

snacked on tree hung fruit, picked garden vegetables, cooked ate well.  If the kids 

needed school clothes you could sell your excess produce, share and barter with 

neighbors, whittle and make art to sell in the tourist market.  If it rained you did 

not work, when it was too hot, you did not work, if you were sick, you did not 

work, if you wanted to spend time with family, you did not work.  There were 

many ways to a make subsistence living, but here he commented, you are forced 

to work, you are shamed, made derelict and you are constantly working and in 

the end you look, for what.  He asked me if I was born here, I said I was, he 

commented you really can’t understand what I’m saying,  I thought about it and in 

my younger days when I heard such stories, I wondered why?, if it was so good in 

your country, or in the south were my parents were from, why not just go back.  I 

thought some more, hearing more of the wisdoms in these words in mid life, and I 

get it. I compared his story with those of my great uncles, and aunts.  My great 

uncles had the same fondness for those days as this old gentlemen, my aunts did 

not share that level of fondness, they talked more about how hard life was and 

now even when my aunts go for visits, they refuse to stay more than a couple of 

days and then preferring to stay in a hotel, not in the well kept homes of family 

members. I get that too.  Do you? 

There is no follow-up to this story at this time there is just a transition to the first 

exercise.  Ask students to use the blank paper in front of them or from their 

folders to (if your organization does not have the funding for folders have 

participants come in with one) to answer the following questions).  If any 

participant is having a problem understanding the questions below, present it 

before the class and have two or more participants answer the question, remind 

participants you are a facilitator and have been instructed not to answer because 

of the weight your answer may be presumed to have over your peers in the room.  

The answers in parenthesis are just possible answers you may hear, use your 

discretion if you want to contribute any answers.  Finally, the time is only a 

suggestion; use your discretion by observing when the majority of participants 
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appear complete or the time available for this session.  Completion of any of the 

assignment is never as important as initiating structured creative thought and the 

experience of the process. It’s a concept you might want to share at the end of 

the workshop.   

 In this work shop everyone is considered a peer and ever question and response 

is valid. 

Please list the groups of people most discriminated against, in our society. 

(Disabled, Poor, Women, Girls, Children, Blacks, Asians, Muslims, Jews, rural 

people, urban people, the rich) Those in parenthesis are the most likely to appear 

on the list, and you as facilitator are encouraged to go with the list presented  to 

the class by the class, but if for some reason, the Poor and the disabled are left 

out, you as facilitator must insert them.(3 min. for this assignment.  Make a group 

label for each discriminated group identified, to be used for next exercise) 

List five reasons why you believe the people on your list are the most 

discriminated against and; is why a moving target and if so why?  (class, race, 

need of outside assistance, no longer seen as contributing to the greater society, 

burdensome, different from the norm, out of touch with the common people.  

Why is usually not truth, it will change.  Who, what, how, when usually get to the 

core) 5-10 min. 

I would like each individual to come up with 5 solutions to reduce or get rid of the 

discrimination. 5-10 min. 

Have people form groups and share their list within the group. Instruct 

participants to form groups only within their own organization this will change for 

the 2 final exercises. Use the attendance sheets to set the number inside each 

group 3-6. Have each group come to consensus as the top five most discriminated 

against, as a group.  Finally have each group share what five things can be done to 

get rid of or minimize the impact of this discrimination.( accessible/ affordable 

housing, free public transportation for all, accessible public transportation, 

accessible /affordable healthcare, sidewalk ramps, store ramps, elevators, equal 

rights amendment to the constitution, on -going citizen education that addresses 
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the changes taking place in the new service economy fueled by technological 

change and the access made available in network economy) 20 minutes 

I would like to have each group present to the other attendees the results of their 

list, as well as answers to the why with solutions.  Thank everyone for the 

participation and stress the value of their input. 

Break time (Lunch) 

Upon returning have participants, participate in a guided meditation. (See 

below) 
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Oneness 

A Meditation for Group Connectivity  

(Instruction for this meditation:   have the participants engage for a few seconds 

in the sensory deprivations activity of placing their hands on the side of the head 

restricting peripheral vision.   After they have removed their hands, state that 

they have not only expanded their vision with this activity, but renewed the 

experience of awe and wonder, sensations that add to beauty of innocence in 

childhood and taken for granted and lost in adulthood.  Instruct participants to 

sit up straight in their chairs, palms open or face down on their lap. ) 

Take a nice deep breath.   

Close your eyes and began to relax.   

Relax every party of your body.   

Relax. 

Begin by relaxing all the muscles in your face.   Let your lips part just a little bit 

and relax this area. 

Drift and float into a deeper state of total relaxation. 

Relax your neck, your shoulders, your arms…; your head…, and your back…, relax 

Relax your chest…, stomach…, hips…, your legs…, your feet…, your toes…, relax 

even deeper. 

And now, I am going to count from one to ten and as I count you will go even 

deeper into a state of total relaxation. 

Relax even deeper. 

1, 2,… 3,… deeper 4, …5,… 6,… deeper, 7,… 8,…9,…10 deeper, deeper, deeper, 

relax  

(PAUSE a few seconds)  
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Imagine you are in a beautiful field, full of wild flowers.  The birds are singing 

sweet melodies, the beautiful rays of the sun sparkle and glisten off the crystal 

clear water at a nearby stream.  

Your vision expands, as you follow the beautiful movement of the many, 

butterflies, flying and landing on the wild flowers before you.  Your vision 

continues to expand, as you take in the beauty of the clouds over head. You are 

safe and alone, there is no one there to disturb you. 

Through this creative new power of expanded vision, you see a beautiful clear 

crystal stairway, it leads to the clouds, its beauty is awe inspiring and there is a 

comfortable familiarity with this structure.  You slowly, rhythmically, approach 

and as you approach, you notice that with each step you feel lighter and lighter 

and lighter still.  The soft fragrances of flowers follow your movement. The distant 

chatter and song of birds fill your ears and you realize you are without fear and all 

is good.  

You now begin your ascent up the crystal stairs. Each step leaves you feeling 

lighter, one step lighter, two steps lighter, three steps even lighter, four steps, five 

steps, lighter, lighter, you lose count, as you become aware of a sensation of 

weightlessness, it’s almost like floating.  You continue to climb as you shift your 

attention onto your breath, inhale, exhale, inhale, exhale continue to follow your 

breath.  Your attention slowly, shifts again, to the sensations of your body, …your 

feet, …your legs, …your buttocks, …lower back, …your stomach, …your heart, 

…your shoulders, …your neck, …your head, …your attention shifts again, as you 

knowingly reach your destination. You are floating and so you place your 

attention on a nearby cloud and there you are, so you sit, taking in the familiar, all 

knowing, childhood sensation of wonder, joy, happiness, goodness and pure 

being. (Pause) 

In this state of being there is only light, attention alone can change the color to 

any color of the rainbow.  Give yourself permission to play with your attention 

and the light it naturally creates. Play…………… (LONG PAUSE).  
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Slowly shift your attention back to pure being a wonderful state of oneness, with 

everyone and everything.  (Long pause) 

Give yourself permission to once again bring this familiar sensation, the 

experience of oneness, connectivity, back with you on your return trip. Began to 

come back now as I count from 10 to 1.  10, coming up, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1.  

Come all the way back now, feeling great! (Smile)  (It is important for you the 

facilitator to smile at the end of the meditation, as the magnetic energy of the 

smile will be felt by everyone in the room and with greater impact on those who 

are just completing the meditation, this includes you. 

After the meditation have students go back to their respective groups and answer 

the following question? 
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Workshop script continued 

Please answer this question as individuals and when I call time share your 

answers with others in your group.   What benefits does the society as a whole 

get out of addressing the concerns of marginalized groups? (Elevators and ramps 

that help families with strollers and shopping carts or heavy packages, reduced 

incarceration rates, liberating tax dollars for education and emergency 

community needs, less violence, individual stress relief, greater tolerance,  

happier communities , greater health for community members, less inequality) 

You can choose to have each group share their responses or not, let time guide 

this decision. 

 

This first exercise was a brain teaser designed to get your creative juices flowing, 

get you working together as a group, assign labels for the next group activity, as 

well as, raise our collective intelligence about how our social hierarchy, affects 

our society at large, as well as, our changing position in this hierarchy, as we age, 

work, select a family structure, gain employment, loose employment, become ill, 

divorced, become richer, become poorer, etc.   

By addressing discrimination, by addressing the needs of marginalized groups, we 

uncover blind spots that affect all communities as a whole.  The benefits 

improved everyone’s living environment, identify the cost of discrimination and 

provide solutions that work for everyone.   

Mechanistic thinking is the type of thinking that reduces nature, people, and all 

biology, to parts and assumes the sum of the parts equal the whole. It distorts 

reality and fuels extreme responses.  It makes generalizations about a part usually 

the part our short sightedness feels connected to and assigns those 

generalizations to the whole.  Mechanistic thinking is logical and rational.  It’s 

usually the quick fix, ignoring the trend; which tells the bigger story, the reality 

before you, while you willfully, through cultural conditioning, become complicit, 

and ignoring your very reality.  It’s easy to spot when corporations, those with 

power do it, but not ourselves, as a result, we recreate the patterns, the cultural 
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conditioning and identity, that work against our individual interest, the interest of 

our families, communities, nation, etc. 

A story that brings this point home is the story of GNP, a tool of national 

governments to determine the health of their nations.  It usually focuses on rates 

of growth, of products produced. GNP stands for Gross National Product. Labor 

usually measures imports and exports as a part of this growth model to determine 

job growth or loss.  The GNP model must change and will change, because it is an 

inadequate tool of measure. Corporations saw this shift/need for change 50-60 

years ago, and got the jump on ordinary citizens. The multinationals coming to 

terms with the shift, from making things in rich industrial nations to providing 

access/services, have responded, by expanding the Parent model, the corporate 

model, into every facet of everyday life.  Corporations are top down organization 

not bottom up they function like machines, a series of parts, and the sum of 

which make up a whole.  Any top down organization has a tendency of shielding 

oppressive behavior and being resistant to reform.   Within the corporate model, 

every part is knowable, predictable and disposable once it has served its purpose.   

The multinationals have gotten so smart that they are now experimenting with 

feeding us stories of their creations to make us more predictable, in an effort to 

successfully reach their bottom lines, profit. You see this feeding of corporate 

perspective in movies, television programs as well as commercials.  But, the 

natural world is not a machine; every part is not knowable or predictable. I am 

using GNP because inherent in its story are blind spots, missing parts, that affect 

our day to day living standard.   

I want to use the story of GNP to demonstrate the power of your story and how it 

operates very differently from the made up story of corporate think tanks. Your 

bottom line may not be profit; it could be health, happiness, fulfillment, justice, 

etc. Your stories are reality based, lived experience, born out of the natural 

responses to your environment.   They are equally as powerful as that of any 

corporate model think tank, but even more flexible and amenable to changes in 

experiences of nature and nurture.  This flexibility is also unpredictability and is 

the strength in the power of your story. With this in mind, I want to wrap this 
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story in magnifying the importance of moving away from reactive problem 

solving, to skill based identification of problems, outside of your cultural 

experience base, that is, identify the missing parts, the blind spots and developing 

new skills to help identify and learn new ways, to solve problems as a result, all, 

while building coalition with one or more groups.   

This workshop when used toward this end is the gift that keeps on giving, in that 

collective genius  is greater than individual intelligence and diverse collective 

genius is greater still. It works at optimum with outside groups and the beauty, 

the technique of the concrete learning experience can only be developed this 

way, not from a book, or any other written thought abstraction.   Take time to 

document the changes/trends your group undergoes, as you use the information 

gathered in coalition with other groups upon completion of this workshop and 

over time. There are tools available for this on the edu./info. site 

www.Hatcheptsutsmindtools.com , to aid you in this endeavor. 

Once again GNP OR GDP is gross domestic/national product.  While it supposedly, 

tells the story of the goods produced by a nation and its economic health, it 

leaves out a lot of the goods and services produced.  It does not count the labor 

of a stay at home spouse.  It does not count the cost(time and human energy) of 

the laundry detail, the grocery shopping detail, the food preparation detail, the 

childcare detail, home health care long and short term detail, haircuts, sewing, 

house cleaning, chauffeuring, record keeping, bill paying, etc.  These services and 

goods produced are invisible in GDP; this labor the services it provides is free to 

and capitalized on by employers.  The corporate model having received these 

services for so long for free, have taken them for granted and feel entitled to 

them. These services contribute to overall happiness and the well being of 

individuals and families. The people who perform these valued services are 

invisible, devalued because there has never been a price tag put on their labor 

and the end result is that it drives down the price of all labor. Who can compete 

with free or who would want to in our present system?   

If you have a small garden producing certain produce for your family, those goods 

and services, do not count as well, thus resulting in a discounting in the value of 

http://www.hatcheptsutsmindtools.com/
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your home, and poses a loss in potential sales of those who produce the same 

goods for mass consumption.  This is grounds for war, in our present social 

system, however comical that may seem to the individual, but not so funny to 

those looking at the bigger picture and have counted that potential profit and loss 

as their entitlement.  

This invisible labor has several more consequences other than driving down the 

cost of labor, it skews our system of value in this consumer driven culture 

powered by credit and spending on an easily disposable group of people and 

things.  It reinforces a system of privilege that seemingly benefits some from the 

blind spot, creates story that rationalizes denial and value of the invisible labor, 

while nurturing and recreating division in its own familiar network.  

This term seemingly used twice thus far, is used because this world view and 

system of creating complex relationship for the exchange of goods and services 

created climate change.  Climate Change will affect us all, even though it will 

affect us unevenly; the poorest will bear the brunt and be affected first. 

The person with the outside job will overvalue their sense of worth and 

undervalue the worth of the stay at home partner.  The stay at home partner will 

have the tendency to undervalue their self worth and over value the partner with 

the outside job. Poverty is usually the result when this union is shattered 

revealing the true value of each role, while stuck in the denial of that value, so we 

see how this takes away from the family’s overall happiness and benefits only one 

party the employer, those symbols of power whose needs are addressed above 

the family and the individual worker, but are intrinsically connected.  This 

disconnect creates a false social construct between employer and employee, for 

children as well as adults and perpetuates itself as inequality that many of don’t 

see because of cultural conditioning.  Not identifying this value caused many 

working class people to not understand the consequence on the labor market and 

their salaries when we pushed many mothers off safety net programs during the 

Clinton administration and into the labor market, driving down wages.  Not 

identifying this value, we didn’t understand the effects on labor when we 

extended working age before being eligible for social security under Ronald 
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Regan, again more people in the labor market reducing over all wages for 

everyone.  Not identifying this value is why we have 10-12 million undocumented 

families working often times below minimum wages, again driving down the cost 

of labor and wages. What minimum or above wage worker can compete with 

below minimum wages.  

Seeing labor as replaceable, disposable parts is a result of mechanistic thinking, 

we all engage in it. And the story of GNP demonstrates the negative impact this 

type of thinking has on working families.   

There is another story I could tell about the affects it’s having on our food source, 

climate, oceans, human trafficking, energy use, but I’m sure you get the point 

take a look at the information, on the educational site, 

www.Hatcheptsutsmindtools.com/  it can connect you to labor groups, social 

justice organizations, environmental justice organization, videos on subjects 

connected to this discourse and much more. www.Hatcheptsutmindtools.com/ 

will expand your knowledge and resource base and show the many ways we are 

connected and the consequences of mechanistic thinking. 

While he have just used GNP to tell the story of inequality, of class, privilege, 

power, value constructs, social norms and hierarchical constructs, connectivity 

and division, we have also revealed the problem with mechanistic thinking, a 

powerful tool that has built the industrial revolution of which we are all present 

beneficiaries and victims of.  It is a tool that is rooted in our social fabric and must 

be identified over and over again, as the very thing that causes us not to see the 

very reality before us, therefore limiting our ability to identify problems outside of 

our cultural experience base and learn from others.  It prevents us raising issues 

that our organizations wish to address, problems which need holistic solutions.  

Mechanistic thinking destroys families, communities, it takes wholes and breaks 

them down into parts it allows employers to see division as a necessary tool of 

production and use the parts that suit their immediate need and deny damage 

being done to the parts that don’t suit their needs.  Mechanistic thinking allows 

for deductive reasoned rationales to give validity to the actions taken on behalf of 

a part of a story and present the rationale as a whole story that we all attune 

http://www.hatcheptsutsmindtools.com/
http://www.hatcheptsutmindtools.com/
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ourselves to believe and then recreate as a societal norm.   There are very few 

quick fixes, but we can learn from each other so as to speed up the responses to 

solutions we are addressing, no need to reinvent the wheel or not even recognize 

it has already been created.  Coalition building through the use of our stories are 

powerful tools for breaking through the barriers, invisible structural barriers, that 

limit your organizations to properly identify the whole story, following the trend, 

creating new trends as you change direction, recognizes these trends and acting 

on them proactively and through measured response. 

Why is it important to not only record follow and interpret the trends that our 

organizations need to address? Because once we do we will become better able 

to identify and properly name the issues as we see them and experience them.  

We will not be so readily inclined to give into storied rationales that may or may 

not apply. Time is always in essence and not wasting our efforts and time keeps 

us empowered and not unknowingly giving up our power.  Controlling the story 

better enables you to direct courses of action.  Seeing and using the power of 

your story will empower you and keep you consciously connected to the big 

picture, the global community and your neighbor. 

Break:  10- 15 min 

Please return to your group.  For the next activity I would like for you to recreate 

your groups, with an equal number of members from the other organization and I 

would like for each group to be equal in size.  Each group will be given a label, 

based on the discriminated group in our last activity.  Each group will be given a 

problem to solve within the group and the final group activity will require 

everyone to work together to solve a catastrophic problem affecting the whole.  

Part of the goal of this workshop is to raise our awareness of the feelings within 

us when working with outside groups, we know we have implicit and explicit bias 

with and gain the experience of working in that conscious knowing of those 

biases. It is the hope that this exercise will move you from abstract knowing to 

experiential knowing, removing the fear that will arise through story that may be 

present as we begin the movement of overcoming cultural conditioning that 

creates blind spots, and noise, when working on solutions to issues justice seeking 
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organizations wish to address.  These last two exercises are designed to build 

empathy and connection.  In addition, I would like for you to observe trends that 

work for and against us in responses to solutions. Observing and logging the 

trends will keep you connected to the bigger picture and validity to your 

organizations interpretation of the experience. 
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Activity:  Competition and Parts (30 min) 

(I suggest that you make copies of these directions and give them to the 

attendees. If after 3-5 minutes you observer that the groups are having a hard 

time figuring out what to do, instruct them to use their feet to measure the area 

by feet and divide the number of groups to obtain their area of space. If you 

cannot get a copy of the actual room size from the owners of the space you will 

have to measure in this way.  Your measurement will then be the standard, actual 

area of the room) 

This activity is competitive and there is to be no sharing of information with 

outside groups on how to solve the problem.  Come to the instructor to receive 

your label.  Hold your group label up for all to see and then place the smaller label 

on your chest.  You are to divide the room into equal parts and create on paper 

the territorial parameters for your group.  Ignore the other groups if they appear 

to mark off areas within your territory, but do figure out a way to mark your 

territory.  Create a list of everything in your jurisdiction, as well as the landmarks 

you chose to impose to designate what territory belongs to your group. Create a 

diagram that gives size of the entire space from your group’s perspective and your 

group’s territory in that space.  Make sure you have a separate diagram that maps 

your territory in the room.  Each group will send a representative to place their 

diagrams on a board like putting together pieces of a puzzle.  The total area to the 

sum of those parts will be matched to the facilitators reading of actual room 

measurements.   After you’ve completed the above assignment, I would like you 

to identify to the whole group areas of overlap or gaps in territory mapped 

affecting your group.   Lastly I would like for you to look at the labels assigned to 

each group use the label of your group to give narrative, a rationale for the 

overlap or gap. Total time 60 min 

Break 10-15 min 
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Final group activity 

(You will need some twine, scissors and a one key ring for this activity, if you don’t 

have a ring make one with the twine, have each group share the one pair of 

scissor as well as twine) 

Activity:  Climate Catastrophe  

There is a climate event that will affect everyone, it is a mega tornado that 

requires you to create a magnetic pulse to slow the wind and spread the calm 

that is in the center of the tornado, to the entire room, using the material I have 

provided. (String and a key ring) There is a colored dot on the floor in the center 

of the room and your solution must connect you to every corner in the room as 

well as to the center along the perimeter of the wall length wise and width wise.  

Feel free to use any structures in the room to assist if you do not have enough 

bodies to complete the task. Everyone must participate in this activity.   The ring 

must cover the dot in the center of the room. The entire world’s civilization, rest 

in your ability to complete this project in the allotted time.  You have 20 minutes.  

(This time cannot be extended only shortened).  The facilitator can choose to 

repeat this assignment whereby giving you a second opportunity but the time 

must be shortened by at least five minutes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

This the shape of the final project 
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Closing 

Would anyone like to share which of the three stories were their favorite and 

why?       

Would anyone like to share the immediate benefits gained from participation in 

this workshop? Projected long term benefits? 

I would like for each of us to state, if this workshop lived up to your expectation? 

Please share your thoughts of this workshop with its creator.  Your input is 

valuable and will allow the creator to create future workshops that are relevant to 

your organization.  www.hatcheptsutsmindtools.com 

As part of the on-going deepening activity for this workshop it is suggested that 

you guys share contact information before leaving and communicate as to the 

happenings within your organization bi-weekly.  To assure that this is done create 

a date to communicate a calendar upon your first communication.  You may even 

want to leave here and go for coffee and create the calendar.  Feel free to go to 

the information/educational website www.hatcheptsutsmindtools.com  for a re-

cap of the workshop and deepening tools. The workshop in its entirety is on the 

free tools portion of the website. 

In addition, I suggest that you go to your supervisor and get permission to set up a 

vigilance committee on coalition building benefits. Make it a point to attend 

company meetings. Establish what information you need to share from your 

newly established contacts, what campaigns you need to unite behind.  Share 

strategies for fundraising, technical resource gathering etc.  

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.hatcheptsutsmindtools.com/
http://www.hatcheptsutsmindtools.com/
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DEEPENING EXERCISES  

Exchange names and telephone numbers between organization attendees and 

create a calendar for future contacts. 

Present the idea for the creation of a vigilance committee for alliance creation to 

appropriate committee members within your organization. 

 Share current news about your organization with new sister org. 

 Share goals, successes and failures on issues being addressed by your 

organization 

 Review periodically 4-6 months the goals, success and failures of your 

organization so as to monitor trends and do share the information in meetings 

and with your new sister org. 

 Bring any information shared with new family org. before your organization’s 

meetings. 

 Arrange flash mobs together to raise visibility and voices for issues in need of 

greater public awareness and or political action. 

 

Food for thought: 

When we speak of freedom what do we mean, what has to happen for anyone to 

be free in a rich industrial society?  Please write down your opinion and why?  

Review next year to see if there has been change and why? Write that down as 

well. 

(In my opinion, we the people must have access to freedoms instruments in 

the words of Supreme Court Justice Abe Fortas in 1968 “…the right to speak, to 

publish, to protest, to assemble peaceably and to participate in the electoral 

process…” reasonable security has to be established, access to food, access to 

shelter, access to education, and access to healthcare, anything that stands in 

the way of these human rights in a civilized society is an assault on freedom 

and must be amended) 
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It is important that each facilitator create their own check list of materials needed 

and taken for the workshop and create their own agenda/schedule for attendees 

to follow, as well as for yourself.  It helps familiarize you with the workshop, to 

pace the workshop, relax attendees, and minimize the questions directed at you, 

whereby reducing your stress levels.  Please be sure to give each attendee a copy 

of the deepening activities and include this on your check list.  The lesson plan can 

guide both your check list and agenda. 
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Check list 
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Agenda 
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Lesson Plan 

Date_______________________________ 

Workshop __________________________ 

 

Materials:  Pencils, Paper, Markers, Chart paper, Chart Stand, power point presentation devices, 

projection devices, screen name tags, labels, folders. 

 

Objective:  Attendees will be able to recreate lessons learned from course material for use within their 

respective organization, from the power of story to the suggestions in the deepening activities. 

Interdisciplinary Approach: Meditation exercise 

 

Vocabulary  

Mechanized thinking seeing the world and our relationships as parts of which the sum is equal to the 

whole. 

 

Cognitive Development  Psychomotor Development Affective Development 

Attendees will create  Attendees will engage in Participants will recognize 

and recreate meaning  meditation, and movement individual differences 

of course material  of large muscles during                                                    

during activity performance activity.  

Exercise 

 

Safety: three ten minute breaks for water and bathroom announce these breaks ahead of time and or 

list them on your agenda.  45-60 minute lunch break.  Treat all attendees with utmost respect. Do smile 

often. 

 

Measurement of success:  willingness of attendees to participate in all activities.  
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The Power of Story in Teaching for Dissent:  Citizen Education for Next 

Generation Leaders 

Grades 9-12 

This series of lesson are designed to teach young people how to build coalition 

and work collaboratively. It is designed to build leadership skills, inform on civic 

responsibility and build self esteem and self- efficacy. If you have access to a 

Xeroxing machine make copies of the stories and ask the questions aloud in class, 

if not read the stories aloud. 

Lesson 1 

In this class everyone is considered a peer and ever question and response is 

valid. 

Please list the groups of people most discriminated against, in our society. 

(Disabled, Poor, Women, Girls, Children, Blacks, Asians, Muslims, Jews, rural 

people, urban people, the rich) Those in parenthesis are the most likely to appear 

on the list, and you as facilitator are encouraged to go with the list presented  to 

the class by the class, but if for some reason, the Poor and the disabled are left 

out, you as facilitator must insert them.(3 min. for this assignment.  Make a group 

label for each discriminated group identified, to be used for next exercise) 

List five reasons why you believe the people on your list are the most 

discriminated against and; is why a moving target and if so why?  (class, race, 

need of outside assistance, no longer seen as contributing to the greater society, 

burdensome, different from the norm, out of touch with the common people.  

Why is usually not truth, it will change.  Who, what, how, when usually get to the 

core) 5-10 min. 

I would like each individual to come up with 5 solutions to reduce or get rid of the 

discrimination. 5-10 min. 

Have people form groups and share their list within the group. Instruct 

participants to form groups only within their own organization this will change for 

the 2 final exercises. Use the attendance sheets to set the number inside each 
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group 3-6. Have each group come to consensus as the top five most discriminated 

against, as a group.  Finally have each group share what five things can be done to 

get rid of or minimize the impact of this discrimination.( accessible/ affordable 

housing, free public transportation for all, accessible public transportation, 

accessible /affordable healthcare, sidewalk ramps, store ramps, elevators, equal 

rights amendment to the constitution, on -going citizen education that addresses 

the changes taking place in the new service economy fueled by technological 

change and the access made available in network economy) 20 minutes 

I would like to have each group present to the other attendees the results of their 

list, as well as answers to the why with solutions.  Thank everyone for the 

participation and stress the value of their input. 

Have participants, participate in a guided meditation. (See below) 

Oneness 

A Meditation for Group Connectivity  

(Instruction for this meditation:   have the participants engage for a few seconds 

in the sensory deprivations activity of placing their hands on the side of the head 

restricting peripheral vision.   After they have removed their hands, state that 

they have not only expanded their vision with this activity, but renewed the 

experience of awe and wonder, sensations that add to beauty of innocence in 

childhood and taken for granted and lost in adulthood.  Instruct participants to 

sit up straight in their chairs, palms open or face down on their lap. ) 

Take a nice deep breath.   

Close your eyes and began to relax.   

Relax every party of your body.   

Relax. 

Begin by relaxing all the muscles in your face.   Let your lips part just a little bit 

and relax this area. 
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Drift and float into a deeper state of total relaxation. 

Relax your neck, your shoulders, your arms…; your head…, and your back…, relax 

Relax your chest…, stomach…, hips…, your legs…, your feet…, your toes…, relax 

even deeper. 

And now, I am going to count from one to ten and as I count you will go even 

deeper into a state of total relaxation. 

Relax even deeper. 

1, 2,… 3,… deeper 4, …5,… 6,… deeper, 7,… 8,…9,…10 deeper, deeper, deeper, 

relax  

(PAUSE a few seconds)  

Imagine you are in a beautiful field, full of wild flowers.  The birds are singing 

sweet melodies, the beautiful rays of the sun sparkle and glisten off the crystal 

clear water at a nearby stream.  

Your vision expands, as you follow the beautiful movement of the many, 

butterflies, flying and landing on the wild flowers before you.  Your vision 

continues to expand, as you take in the beauty of the clouds over head. You are 

safe and alone, there is no one there to disturb you. 

Through this creative new power of expanded vision, you see a beautiful clear 

crystal stairway, it leads to the clouds, its beauty is awe inspiring and there is a 

comfortable familiarity with this structure.  You slowly, rhythmically, approach 

and as you approach, you notice that with each step you feel lighter and lighter 

and lighter still.  The soft fragrances of flowers follow your movement. The distant 

chatter and song of birds fill your ears and you realize you are without fear and all 

is good.  

You now begin your ascent up the crystal stairs. Each step leaves you feeling 

lighter, one step lighter, two steps lighter, three steps even lighter, four steps, five 

steps, lighter, lighter, you lose count, as you become aware of a sensation of 

weightlessness, it’s almost like floating.  You continue to climb as you shift your 
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attention onto your breath, inhale, exhale, inhale, exhale continue to follow your 

breath.  Your attention slowly, shifts again, to the sensations of your body, …your 

feet, …your legs, …your buttocks, …lower back, …your stomach, …your heart, 

…your shoulders, …your neck, …your head, …your attention shifts again, as you 

knowingly reach your destination. You are floating and so you place your 

attention on a nearby cloud and there you are, so you sit, taking in the familiar, all 

knowing, childhood sensation of wonder, joy, happiness, goodness and pure 

being. (Pause) 

In this state of being there is only light, attention alone can change the color to 

any color of the rainbow.  Give yourself permission to play with your attention 

and the light it naturally creates. Play…………… (LONG PAUSE).  

Slowly shift your attention back to pure being a wonderful state of oneness, with 

everyone and everything.  (Long pause) 

Give yourself permission to once again bring this familiar sensation, the 

experience of oneness, connectivity, back with you on your return trip. Began to 

come back now as I count from 10 to 1.  10, coming up, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1.  

Come all the way back now, feeling great! (Smile)  (It is important for you the 

facilitator to smile at the end of the meditation, as the magnetic energy of the 

smile will be felt by everyone in the room and with greater impact on those who 

are just completing the meditation, this includes you. 

After the meditation have students go back to their respective groups and answer 

the following question? 

 

 

 

Please answer this question as individuals and when I call time share your 

answers with others in your group.   What benefits does the society as a whole 

get out of addressing the concerns of marginalized groups? (Elevators and ramps 

that help families with strollers and shopping carts or heavy packages, reduced 
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incarceration rates, liberating tax dollars for education and emergency 

community needs, less violence, individual stress relief, greater tolerance,  

happier communities , greater health for community members, less inequality) 

You can choose to have each group share their responses or not, let time guide 

this decision. 

 

This first exercise was a brain teaser designed to get your creative juices flowing, 

get you working together as a group, assign labels for the next group activity, as 

well as, raise our collective intelligence about how our social hierarchy, affects 

our society at large, as well as, our changing position in this hierarchy, as we age, 

work, select a family structure, gain employment, loose employment, become ill, 

divorced, become richer, become poorer, etc.   

By addressing discrimination, by addressing the needs of marginalized groups, we 

uncover blind spots that affect all communities as a whole.  The benefits 

improved everyone’s living environment, identify the cost of discrimination and 

provide solutions that work for everyone.  

Please answer this question as individuals and when I call time share your 

answers with others in your group.   What benefits does the society as a whole 

get out of addressing the concerns of marginalized groups? (Elevators and ramps 

that help families with strollers and shopping carts or heavy packages, reduced 

incarceration rates, liberating tax dollars for education and emergency 

community needs, less violence, individual stress relief, greater tolerance,  

happier communities , greater health for community members, less inequality) 

You can choose to have each group share their responses or not, let time guide 

this decision. 

 

   

By addressing discrimination, by addressing the needs of marginalized groups, we 

uncover blind spots that affect all communities as a whole.  The benefits 
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improved everyone’s living environment, identify the cost of discrimination and 

provide solutions that work for everyone.   

Mechanistic thinking is the type of thinking that reduces nature, people, and all 

biology, to parts and assumes the sum of the parts equal the whole. It distorts 

reality and fuels extreme responses.  It makes generalizations about a part usually 

the part our short sightedness feels connected to and assigns those 

generalizations to the whole.  Mechanistic thinking is logical and rational.  It’s 

usually the quick fix, ignoring the trend; which tells the bigger story, the reality 

before you, while you willfully, through cultural conditioning, become complicit, 

and ignoring your very reality.  It’s easy to spot when corporations, those with 

power do it, but not ourselves, as a result, we recreate the patterns, the cultural 

conditioning and identity, that work against our individual interest, the interest of 

our families, communities, nation, etc. 
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Lesson 2 

Have students engage in the lesson 1 meditation. 

What is mechanistic thinking?  (Reread the definition above to help their 

memory) 

This assignment is for your eyes only unless you choose to share with a group at a 

later time.  You will be asked to create a list. This list will tell a story, your story 

and you may choose to use some part of that story in the following lessons, but 

you all will be asked to reflect on this list as we go through future lessons.   Why is 

this important to initially keep this list for your eyes only?  1st it is important for 

you to recognize that family structures different for a variety of reasons and 

works and or don’t work for many of those reasons.  What is good for you will not 

be good for someone else and you can never know that unless someone chose to 

tell you their whole story, which most people don’t, for this reason don’t ever, 

assume.  One should not compare themselves with others until they are 

comfortable and accepting of themselves to themselves first.  Compare your 

today with your yesterday or your last week or last year. Note the changes over 

time and the reasons of the change.  Only then can you look at gender rules in 

your family, income variables and their effect on the family, cultural differences, 

the benefits to you in your family structure.  

Fold your paper into three parts; if you have a two parent family title the top two 

parts accordingly with the third part titled me.  If you come from a single parent 

family, title first column parent, the next column me, the last column youngest 

family member. 

List the weekly duties performed in and out of the household, next to school and 

work write the number of hours, list travel and time separately. Ex:  bill paying, 

grocery shopping, personal grooming, sleeping, playing, talking on phone, texting, 

housing cleaning, watching TV.  Create a separate list subtitled the same as above, 

paper still folded in three parts, but this time add the major topic above the 

subtopics  Personal Time, you may find that duties performed under the major 

topic for this list mirror the last list like personal grooming, school, play etc. 
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outside employment is not part of personal time.  If a parent works from home, 

that is called outside employment. 

What is the purpose of Play?  (To prepare your-self, build resilience, social skills 

build frustration tolerance levels, creativity skill builder, and skill builder; relieve 

stress, form bonds, self exploration, etc.) 

What can you do to challenge local systems that perpetuate power and hunger? 

(Work collectively to raise awareness, to create laws to address the problem or 

get rid of laws that institutionalize the problem) 
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Lesson Three 

What is a story? 

Where do we find stories?  (Music, movies, books, on line, theatre, dance, art, 

friends, family, personal lived experience) 

How are stories used to build community? (Stories raise issue that define values 

of community, raise awareness, communicate ideas, stories give advice, raise 

issues of crime, injustices, tell the news, relate history, stories relate hope etc.) 

How would you define community?  (Area or place where people spend most of 

their time) 

Why is it important to share your story and listen to the story of others?  (Stories 

allow you to share your feelings, voice your opinions, listen to the opinion of 

others, expand your range of knowledge of others, come up with solutions 

outside of your range of experience, etc.) 

Create a group of no more than six and in your quite voices, share a story that 

happened in the park, cafeteria, on the bus, in the mall, in the school, on the 

news, online. 
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Lesson 4 

Sitting in the park I struck up a conversation with an old Jamaican man about 80 

or so.  He talked about his home and how much he loved it and missed his life 

there.  It was a simple life he told me, a happy life, if you were hungry you fished, 

snacked on tree hung fruit, picked garden vegetables, cooked ate well.  If the kids 

needed school clothes you could sell your excess produce, share and barter with 

neighbors, whittle and make art to sell in the tourist market.  If it rained you did 

not work, when it was too hot, you did not work, if you were sick, you did not 

work, if you wanted to spend time with family, you did not work.  There were 

many ways to a make subsistence living, but here he commented, you are forced 

to work, you are shamed, made derelict and you are constantly working and in 

the end you look, for what.  He asked me if I was born here, I said I was, he 

commented you really can’t understand what I’m saying,  I thought about it and in 

my younger days when I heard such stories, I wondered why?, if it was so good in 

your country, or in the south were my parents were from, why not just go back.  I 

thought some more, hearing more of the wisdoms in these words in mid life, and I 

get it. I compared his story with those of my great uncles, and aunts.  My great 

uncles had the same fondness for those days as this old gentlemen, my aunts did 

not share that level of fondness, they talked more about how hard life was and 

now even when my aunts go for visits, they refuse to stay more than a couple of 

days and then preferring to stay in a hotel, not in the well kept homes of family 

members. I get that too.  Do you? 

What is subsistence living? 

What did the old gentleman miss about his old life? (Simplicity, happiness) 

What made the man happy?  

What didn’t he like about his new life? 

Name the two biggest fears that ruled and ordered his life? 

What did the man conclude at age 80? 

What wisdom do you believe the narrator heard in the old gentleman’s story? 
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What are the fears that order and rule your life? 

When the narrator compared the old gentleman’s story with that of older 

relatives who lived in the south she found similarities.  What were they? 

Why do you think the aunts who lived in the same households, hold memories of 

very different experiences than those of the uncle?   

Why do you think the aunts preferred to stay in hotels when visiting? 

Allow students to speak in quiet voices for the remainder of the period. 
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Lesson 5 

What does the acronym GNP and GDP stand for? (In terms of the economy of a 

nation) 

Why is the story of GNP important to a nation? 

What does it mean when the GNP is lower this year than last and vice versa? 
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Citizen Action Needed: the story of GNP 

The story of GNP is a story about a tool of national governments to determine the 

health of their nations.  It usually tells us if a county’s economy is growing or 

shrinking. It is represented by a number which tell us the numbers of things 

produced by a nation.  GNP stands for Gross National Product. Labor/working 

people, usually measures imports and exports as a part of this growth model to 

determine job growth or loss.  This is important because unions need this 

information to guide to their members on how better to negotiate their share of 

any profit produced by their labor. 

The GNP model must change and will change, because it is an inadequate tool of 

measure.  It can’t measure happiness or injustice as experienced by the people of 

a nation, two very important qualities in determining the health of the people in a 

nation, and humanitarian growth.   

I want to use the story of GNP to demonstrate the power of your story and how it 

operates very differently from the made up story of businesses that produce 

products and services for you to purchase, for a profit. Profit is a business’ bottom 

line and GNP focuses on the bottom line of business because their bottom line 

determines if they will produce goods and services for you to purchase, in 

addition, they will not produce goods you do not demand.   

It is your demand for goods and services and your ability to pay for the goods and 

services that determine if anything will be produced at all.  No consumer (that’s 

you) no profit. We are all connected like a tree to the soil, a tree to the air and a 

tree to sun, we need each other to exist. 

Your bottom line may not be profit; it could be health, happiness, fulfillment, 

social justice, environmental justice, economic justice, etc. Your stories are reality 

based, lived experience, born out of the natural responses to your environment.   

They are equally as powerful as that of any business modeled think tank, which 

produces stories to sell you things, but your story, is even more flexible and 

amenable to changes in experiences of nature and nurture.  This flexibility is also 

unpredictable and is the strength in the power of your story.  
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Business has gotten so smart that they feed us stories of their creations to make 

us more predictable consumers, they are relentless, everywhere there are 

commercials even on our clothing, our television shows, the stories tell us 

indirectly that you are not enough unless you have whatever it is they are trying 

to sell. The stories tell you, you are not happy enough, loved enough, clean 

enough, nourished enough or not having fun enough, relaxed enough.  It hasn’t 

always been like this, their stories use to be about family, community, national 

pride, but it has always been an effort to successfully reach their bottom lines, 

sales and profit. Stories about family, community, nations are glued together 

around reciprocal obligations, tied to the future and nature. Stories based on your 

relationship to a commodity are temporal short lived and superficial they are 

glued together by performance and result, the here and now are its importance 

not the future, not nature. This can be a problem if your happiness is dependent 

on the environment, clean air, clean water, safe food, shelter, accessible health 

care.  

Any business that is larger than two employees is set up like a machine, divided 

into parts and each part given responsibility.  When that part is no longer 

considered a benefit to that business it is disposed of.  

The natural world and people are not machines; every part is not knowable or 

predictable.  Furthermore nature and people are usually good enough but you 

can be tricked into buying into the idea of not enough,  I am using the story of 

GNP because inherent in its story are blind spots, missing parts, that affect our 

day to day living standard and the way we set that standard for ourselves.  

Once again GNP OR GDP is gross domestic/national product.  While it supposedly, 

tells the story of the goods produced by a nation and its economic health, it 

leaves out a lot of the goods and services produced.  It does not count the labor 

of a stay at home spouse.  It does not count the cost(time and human energy) of 

the laundry detail, the grocery shopping detail, grocery delivery, the food 

preparation detail, the childcare detail, home health care long and short term 

detail, haircuts, sewing, house cleaning, chauffeuring, record keeping, bill paying, 

etc.  These services and goods produced are invisible in GDP; this labor the 
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services it provides is free to and capitalized on by employers.  Business having 

received these services for so long for free, they have taken them for granted and 

feel entitled to them. These services contribute to overall happiness and the well 

being of individuals and families, their employees. The people who perform these 

valued services are invisible, devalued because there has never been a price tag 

put on their labor and the end result is that it drives down the price of all labor. 

Who can compete with free or who would want to in our present system?   

If you have a small garden producing certain produce for your family, those goods 

and services, do not count as well, thus resulting in a discounting in the value of 

your home, and poses a loss in potential sales of those who produce the same 

goods for mass consumption.  This is grounds for war, in our present social 

system, however comical that may seem to the individual, but not so funny to 

those looking at the bigger picture and have counted that potential profit and loss 

as their entitlement.  

This invisible labor has several more consequences other than driving down the 

cost of labor, it skews our system of value in this consumer driven culture 

powered by credit and spending on an easily disposable group of people and 

things.  It reinforces a system of privilege that seemingly benefits some from the 

blind spot, creates story that rationalizes denial and value of the invisible labor, 

while nurturing and recreating division in its own familiar network.  

Our country has moved from a heavy industrial economy to a service economy, 

an information economy and an economy based on creation of elaborate cultural 

productions aka entertainment.  The service industry was during the time of 

heavy industry generally regulated to marginalized groups like women, racial 

minorities, and the lesser educated, because they performed work tied to the 

invisible labor market, which business felt entitled to.  It was always hard work 

made harder because it was ongoing 24 hours a day seven days a week.  Our 

allowing the blind spots of the invisible labor market to exist as a form of 

discrimination has come back to bite us, now that a majority of the labor market 

is tied to the service industry.     
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This term seemingly used twice thus far, is used because this world view and 

system of creating complex relationship for the exchange of goods and services 

created climate change.  Climate Change will affect us all, even though it will 

affect us unevenly; the poorest will bear the brunt and be affected first. 

The person with the outside job will overvalue their sense of worth and 

undervalue the worth of the stay at home partner.  The stay at home partner will 

have the tendency to undervalue their self worth and over value the partner with 

the outside job. Poverty is usually the result when this union is shattered 

revealing the true value of each role, while stuck in the denial of that value, so we 

see how this takes away from the family’s overall happiness and benefits only one 

party the employer, those symbols of power whose needs are addressed above 

the family and the individual worker, but are intrinsically connected.   

This disconnect creates a false social construct/story between employer and 

employee, for families, children as well as adults and perpetuates itself as 

inequality that many of us don’t see because of cultural conditioning.  Not 

identifying this value caused many working class people to not understand the 

consequence on the labor market and their salaries when we pushed many 

mothers off safety net programs during the Clinton Presidential administration 

and into the labor market, driving down wages.  Not identifying this value, we 

didn’t understand the effects on labor when we extended working age before 

being eligible for social security under Ronald Regan’s Presidential administration, 

again more people in the labor market reducing overall wages for everyone.  Not 

identifying this value is why we have 10-12 million undocumented families 

working often times below minimum wages, again driving down the cost of labor 

and wages. What minimum or above wage worker can compete with below 

minimum wages.  

Seeing labor as replaceable, disposable parts is a result of mechanistic thinking, 

we all engage in it. And the story of GNP demonstrates the negative impact this 

type of thinking has on working families.   

There is another story I could tell about the affects it’s having on our food source, 

climate, oceans, human trafficking, energy use, but I’m sure you get the point 
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take a look at the information, on the educational site, 

www.Hatcheptsutsmindtools.com/  it can connect you to labor groups, social 

justice organizations, environmental justice organization, videos on subjects 

connected to this discourse and much more. www.Hatcheptsutmindtools.com/ 

will expand your knowledge and resource base and show the many ways we are 

connected and the consequences of mechanistic thinking. 

While he have just used GNP to tell the story of inequality, of class, privilege, 

power, value constructs, social norms and hierarchical constructs, connectivity 

and division, we have also revealed the problem with mechanistic thinking, a 

powerful tool that has built the industrial revolution of which we are all present 

beneficiaries and victims of.  It is a tool that is rooted in our social fabric and must 

be identified over and over again, as the very thing that causes us not to see the 

very reality before us, therefore limiting our ability to identify problems outside of 

our cultural experience base and learn from others.   

Mechanistic thinking destroys families, communities, it takes wholes and breaks 

them down into parts, it allows employers to see division as a necessary tool of 

production and use the parts that suit their immediate need and deny damage 

being done to the parts that don’t suit their needs.  Mechanistic thinking allows 

for deductive reasoned rationales to give validity to the actions taken on behalf of 

a part of a story and present the rationale as a whole story that we all attune 

ourselves to believe and then recreate as a societal norm.   There are very few 

quick fixes, but we can learn from each other so as to speed up the responses to 

solutions we are addressing, no need to reinvent the wheel or not even recognize 

it has already been created.   

Our political system, educational system and overall social system is not perfect 

nothing is.  Changes in our economies over time require citizen to stay informed 

and take action, on ongoing bases to keep up with the social change that goes 

along with economic change. Today’s technology is changing at an exponential 

speed and this speed is demanding that social change keeps up.  The youth of 

every country are the foundation and provide the energy for this change and you 

can start in your community.  Talk to parents, pastors, community groups, school 

http://www.hatcheptsutsmindtools.com/
http://www.hatcheptsutmindtools.com/
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leadership teams, teachers and councilors for ideas on how you can become 

involved in your community. 

Working with others and with groups through the use of our stories, are powerful 

tools for breaking through the barriers, invisible structural barriers, which limit us 

and our groups the ability to properly identify the whole story.  Once we identify 

the whole story we can study the history of the story and follow the trend, create 

new trends that work for us now, in these new every changing time.  Seeing and 

using the power of your story will empower you and keep you consciously 

connected to the big picture, the global community, your school, neighbor, and 

family. 

Review your list from the previous lesson and discern how much value you place 

on the labor/chores in your family and why? Who is putting in the most time at 

work including inside and outside work? Is there a difference in how you value 

what every family member brings to the table and why? Age, gender type of work 

probably will inform your judgment, should it? (Allow a few minutes for this 

exercise which does not require verbal feedback it’s an exercise in reflective 

thinking) 

What were the main ideas of this story? 

What part of our society does the present story of GNP represent? 

What part of our society’s story is left out of GNP? (Happiness, fulfillment, family 

time, if students leave these invisible things out you must add them) 

What can, we as citizens do to make sure that the whole of society’s story is told 

in the story of GNP?  (Vote when you come of age; get involved in community 

activities, and voice your opinion with friends and loved ones, ask your parents to 

vote) 

For the story of GNP to be told accurately it must include the cost of production 

on health, on pollution to the soil water and air, it must also include the cost of 

global warming, how can this be achieved? (Citizen Activism and the power of the 

vote) 
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How does the story of equality figure into the story of GNP and what must we do 

to assure that this story is figured into GNP? (If everyone was treated equally and 

paid that way GNP would be greater) 

 

Lesson 6 

Activity:  Competition and Parts (30 min) 

(I suggest that you make copies of these directions and give them to the 

attendees. If after 3-5 minutes you observer that the groups are having a hard 

time figuring out what to do, instruct them to use their feet to measure the area 

by feet and divide the number of groups to obtain their area of space. If you 

cannot get a copy of the actual room size from the owners of the space you will 

have to measure in this way.  Your measurement will then be the standard, actual 

area of the room) 

This activity is competitive and there is to be no sharing of information with 

outside groups on how to solve the problem.  Come to the instructor to receive 

your label.  Hold your group label up for all to see and then place the smaller label 

on your chest.  You are to divide the room into equal parts and create on paper 

the territorial parameters for your group.  Ignore the other groups if they appear 

to mark off areas within your territory, but do figure out a way to mark your 

territory.  Create a list of everything in your jurisdiction, as well as the landmarks 

you chose to impose to designate what territory belongs to your group. Create a 

diagram that gives size of the entire space from your group’s perspective and your 

group’s territory in that space.  Make sure you have a separate diagram that maps 

your territory in the room.  Each group will send a representative to place their 

diagrams on a board like putting together pieces of a puzzle.  The total area to the 

sum of those parts will be matched to the facilitators reading of actual room 

measurements.   After you’ve completed the above assignment, I would like you 

to identify to the whole group areas of overlap or gaps in territory mapped 

affecting your group.   Lastly I would like for you to look at the labels assigned to 
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each group use the label of your group to give narrative, a rationale for the 

overlap or gap. Total time 60 min 

 

 

 

Lesson 7 

Activity:  Climate Catastrophe  

There is a climate event that will affect everyone, it is a mega tornado that 

requires you to create a magnetic pulse to slow the wind and spread the calm 

that is in the center of the tornado, to the entire room, using the material I have 

provided. (String and a key ring) There is a colored dot on the floor in the center 

of the room and your solution must connect you to every corner in the room as 

well as to the center along the perimeter of the wall length wise and width wise.  

Feel free to use any structures in the room to assist if you do not have enough 

bodies to complete the task. Everyone must participate in this activity.   The ring 

must cover the dot in the center of the room. The entire world’s civilization, rest 

in your ability to complete this project in the allotted time.  You have 20 minutes.  

(This time cannot be extended only shortened).  The facilitator can choose to 

repeat this assignment whereby giving you a second opportunity but the time 

must be shortened by at least five minutes.  
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This the shape of the final project 

 

 

 

 

Teacher Resource Guide in Citizenship Education and Political Activism k-12 

Resource reference below are taken from “Teaching for Dissent,” by Sarah M Stitzlein, corrections 

have been made were changes to the sites have been made 

Organizations, Websites, and Lesson Plans 

 Facing History and Ourselves resources for improving civics education for 

more than thirty years. https://www.facinghistory.org  

 National Constitution Center (http://www.constitutioncenter.org/) 

 The Exchange is a frequently updated allowing students to discuss current 

constitutional issues, such as free speech in schools, it offers a webcast 

and lesson plans http://constitutioncenter.org/  

 The National Constitution Center Museum offers a forum on civility and 

Democracy that considers the link between dissent, protest, and civility. A 

lesson plan on the right to assembly and civil disobedience via Dr. Martin 

Luther King Jr. “Letter from a Birmingham Jail” called A Letter Read Round 

the World.  

http://www.freedomforum.org/packages/first/curricula/educationforfre

edom/L07main.htm   “When can Speech be Limited” helps students 

understand  the context by which speech can be limited 

http://www.freedomforum.org/packages/first/curricula/educationforfre

edom/L04main.htm   “Where do Student Press Rights Start and Stop?” 

student newspaper discussion 

http://www.freedomforum.org/packages/first/curricula/educationforfre

edom/L08main.htm   http://www.newseum.org/about/freedom-forum/  

https://www.facinghistory.org/
http://www.constitutioncenter.org/
http://constitutioncenter.org/
http://www.freedomforum.org/packages/first/curricula/educationforfreedom/L07main.htm
http://www.freedomforum.org/packages/first/curricula/educationforfreedom/L07main.htm
http://www.freedomforum.org/packages/first/curricula/educationforfreedom/L04main.htm
http://www.freedomforum.org/packages/first/curricula/educationforfreedom/L04main.htm
http://www.freedomforum.org/packages/first/curricula/educationforfreedom/L08main.htm
http://www.freedomforum.org/packages/first/curricula/educationforfreedom/L08main.htm
http://www.newseum.org/about/freedom-forum/
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 Teaching Tolerance is the educational branch of Southern Poverty Law 

Center, which seeks to confront prejudice and inequality in schooling and 

offers extensive teaching materials related to these topics.    “Freedoms 

Main Line,” which  studies the protest of segregated street cars in 

Louisville (http://www.tolerance.org/  “Striving for the Right to Vote,” 

which looks at the hard won efforts of suffragists 

(http://www.tolerance.org  and “the Freedom Riders” which introduces 

student to original sources of the 1960’s to help them understand efforts 

to register black voters (http://www.tolerance.org/activity/freedom-

riders). Other lessons deal more generally with helping students develop 

the skills of democratic exchange, such as lessons on “Civil Discourse in 

the Classroom” (http://www.tolerance.org/discourse). 

 Deliberating in a Democracy, a large program funded by the U.S. 

Department of Education. “Road to Democracy,” which considers current 

threats to democracy and citizens obligations to keep democracy strong. 

http://www.deliberating.org  

 Center for Civic Education  Black History Month materials offer five lesson 

plans about protest and nonviolence and a month worth of 60 second 

podcasts for classroom use that discuss protest and nonviolence. 

http://www.civiced.org/blackhistorymonth/  

 The Zinn Education Project also affiliated with Teaching for Change, which 

works to establish schools as sites of social justice. 

http://www.teachingforchange.org/  

 Five Freedoms Project helps students understand the five freedoms that 

make up the First Amendment. http://www.fivefreedoms.org  

http://www.firstamendmentschools.org/resources/resourcesindex.aspx  

 The Giraffe Project provides classrooms and virtual materials to introduce 

students to the lives of everyday heroes who are working hard to make 

the world a better place. http://www.giraffe.org    

 Learning to Give offers hundreds of lesson plans related to developing 

commitment to volunteerism, community well being, and civic 

http://www.tolerance.org/
http://www.tolerance.org/
http://www.tolerance.org/activity/freedom-riders
http://www.tolerance.org/activity/freedom-riders
http://www.tolerance.org/discourse
http://www.deliberating.org/
http://www.civiced.org/blackhistorymonth/
http://www.teachingforchange.org/
http://www.fivefreedoms.org/
http://www.firstamendmentschools.org/resources/resourcesindex.aspx
http://www.giraffe.org/
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participation.  Their lesson plans span all grades. 

http://learningtogive.org/  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

http://learningtogive.org/
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